
 

 

Organic Colour Systems Think Curl™ awarded first UK patent for ammonia free, Cysteamine perm! 

Organic Colour Systems, the natural alternative to salon professional hair colour and care, have been 

awarded another UK patent, this time for the UK’s first patented, ammonia free, Cysteamine perm.  

Enriched with plant amino acids Think Curl™ is a revolutionary perming system designed to nourish 

and protect the hair during the perming process, to create naturally, healthier, softer looking curls 

full of body and bounce.  

Unlike most perms, Think Curl™ is FREE from harsh chemicals such as Ammonium Thioglycolate, 

ammonia, SLS and SLES, commonly known to irritate the skin, nasal passages and weaken the hair. 

Think Curl™ utilises ‘Cysteamine Hydrochloride’ which mimics the ‘Cysteine Amino Acid’, helping to 

reform and strengthen the bonds within the hair structure and improving the overall hair condition.  

Organic Colour Systems adopts a gentle chemistry meaning that Think Curl™ can work at a lower pH 

compared to other perm lotions with 

Thioglycolates, so that when bonds are broken 

and reformed into a curl, it is done so without 

detriment to the hairs structure. 

The Think Curl™ system offers a separate 

‘activator’ which can be added to the lotion to 

adjust the pH according to the hair type. This 

means that Think Curl™ is suitable for use on 

any head of hair, even the most damaged. The 

range also features a deodoriser, designed to 

reduce any lingering aroma on the hair after 

perming. 

Managing Director, Raoul Perfitt of Organic 

Colour Systems parent company Herb UK Ltd 

comments: “This patent demonstrates our ongoing commitment to support and research healthier 

ways of offering salon services to salons and their clients. Innovation is a huge part of our business 

and this patent is another significant accolade which shows our capability to bring a unique 

proposition to the marketplace and our desire to lead the way in our field.”  

 
 
 
For more information about Organic Colour Systems and Think Curl™ please visit the 
website: http://www.organiccoloursystems.com/ or get in touch at 
healthierhair@organiccoloursystems.com  
 
Notes to editor: For any additional information or samples please get in touch by contacting emmar@catpr.com  
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